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1. Getting Started
Read this guide to learn how to control your robot via Bluetooth by using the ArtecRobo
Bluetooth Controller application for your smartphone.
In order to use this application to program a robot, you’ll need to connect either an RBT-001
Bluetooth Module (product #86873) or a Bluetooth Module for Robots (product #86876) to your
Studuino. Both of these modules are sold separately.
The information in this manual is subject to revision at any time.

2. The ArtecRobo Bluetooth Controller
This application allows you to send commands to your robot via Bluetooth, making it perform
actions you have programmed in the Programming Environment on your PC. Use it to send
command IDs by tapping buttons or send values from your device's accelerometer by tilting your
device.
While the application is intended to work on any Bluetooth-enabled smartphone running Android
OS 2.2 (Froyo) or higher, it can’t be guaranteed to work on every smartphone model.

3. Downloading and Installation
① Open Settings, go to Lock screen & security, and turn Unknown sources on. ★ Remember
to turn this off once you’re done.

★ All screenshots were taken on a phone running Android 7.0.

Tap to turn on
★ Turn this off once the
application is installed
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②

Visit the following URL on your Android tablet to download the application:
http://www.artec-kk.co.jp/studuino/data/BTController.apk

③

Once it’s downloaded, tap Open File.

Tap

④

A screen will appear asking if you wish to install the application. Tap Install.

Tap here to install
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4. Pairing a Bluetooth Module
Pairing your Bluetooth Module and Android device allows them to communicate. Connect your
module to your Studuino and turn it on.
Activate Bluetooth on your device and tap Scan to search for devices.

Tap to search

Shows paired devices

Your module will be shown here

You’ll see your Bluetooth Module under Available devices.
Tap the Module in the list. You’ll need to type in the PIN of the module to continue (0000 for
RBT-001 and 1234 for the Bluetooth Module for Robots).
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5. Controls
5.1. Placing Buttons
Tap and hold the icon at the bottom left and you’ll be able to drag it. Dragging an icon over an
available space will highlight that space in red.

Touch and drag

The target square will be highlighted in red

Touch and drag the icon to the lower left

Icon Field

Removing your finger after placing an icon will bring up a settings screen where you can assign a
command ID and picture to the button.
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Touch the Command ID selection box to bring up a list and choose the ID for your button. ID: 2 is
selected in the example below.

Tap the Command ID
selection box

Choose a picture for your button from the list of icons. Swipe left or right to see more icons.

Swipe left or right to see new icons

Tap an icon to assign it to the button
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Tap the X at the top right or touch the dark portion anywhere outside of the window to close the
settings screen.

Tapping the X or touching anywhere
outside the window will close this screen

You can touch any buttons you have placed to drag them to a new square. Holding your finger
on a button will open its settings menu again.

Drag to move to a new square

Press and hold to open the settings menu
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5.2. Using the Accelerometer
Tap the left side of your screen and swipe right to open the Menu. Now tap Accelerometer
Settings at the bottom of the list.

Touch and swipe right to open the Menu

The settings window will have sliders showing the values of the accelerometer’s X, Y, and Z axes.
You can see the values from the accelerometer by enabling it in this window. While Icon
Programming Environment values are shown by default, you can use the button at the bottom
right to make the window values for the Block Programming Environment. Press the button on
the left to enable the accelerometer.

Accelerometer values

Enable the accelerometer

Choose between displays for the
Icon or Block Programming Environment
Icon Programming: -5 ~ 5
Block Programming: 0 ~ 100
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Now try tilting your device to see how the values change.
When horizontal, your average smartphone will show values of 0, 0 and 3 for X, Y, and Z. Tilting
the top of the phone towards the ceiling will cause the X-axis value to increase and tilting it
towards the floor will cause the value to decrease. The Y-axis value will increase when tilting the
left side of the phone towards the ceiling and decrease when tilting it towards the floor. Some
devices are different and you’ll need to confirm which axes are X, Y, and Z before programming.

X

Y

Z
Lengthwise

horizontal

(screen

facing up)
X: 0
Y: 0
Z: 3

Tilted away from you
X: Negative
Y: 0
Z: Moves from 3 to 0

Tilted to the right
X: 0
Y: Positive
Z: Moves from 3 to 0
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5.3. Saving Layouts
You can save any buttons you have placed or settings you have made. Tap the left side of your
screen and swipe right to open the Menu and tap Save Controller.

Touch and swipe right to open the Menu

Up to five layouts can be saved. Tap the location where you wish to save your layout.

Tap your save location

To load a previously saved layout, open the Menu and choose Load Controller.
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6. Program Sample (Icon Programming)
In this section, we’ll make a DC Motor run using the accelerometer of your device and turn LEDs
on or off by using the buttons in the application. Set your ports in the Programming Environment
and place icons as shown below.

Use the attributes shown in the table below to set your icons.
★ Depending on the orientation of your device's accelerometer, you may have to change the
conditions for each icon.
Blocks

Action
Icon

Setting

Condition
Option

Condition

Value

No.1

Go forward

Speed: 6, Time: 0.1 sec, Brake: OFF

Bluetooth: Accel. X

<

0

No.2

Reverse

Speed: 6, Time: 0.1 sec, Brake: OFF

Bluetooth: Accel. X

>

0

No.3

Turn (right)

Speed: 6, Time: 0.1 sec, Brake: OFF

Bluetooth: Accel. Y

>

0

No.4

Turn (left)

Speed: 6, Time: 0.1 sec, Brake: OFF

Bluetooth: Accel. Y

<

0

No.5

LED

ON

Bluetooth: ID

-

ID: 01

No.6

LED

OFF

Bluetooth: ID

-

ID: 02
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Place the two buttons from 5.1 in the application and follow the steps from 5.2 to enable the
accelerometer.

Turn your robot on. Open the application Menu and tap Pair with Robot to open the
connection screen. Choose your Bluetooth module from the list of paired devices.
(See 4 for details on how to pair a device.)
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The icon on the bottom left will disappear once your robot is connected. You can now control
your robot.

The icon will disappear and you’ll be able to
control your robot

To disconnect your robot, open the Menu again and tap Pair with Robot again.
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